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A SINGULAR PERTURBATION RESULT

AND ITS APPLICATION TO MATHEMATICAL ECOLOGY

LIGE LI AND A. G. RAMM

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. Conditions are given for the solutions of the equation eAu = F(u)

to converge to the solution of the limit nonlinear equation F(u) = 0 as e —► 0 .

Applications to existence and uniqueness of the positive solutions of an elliptic

predator-prey system are given.

I. Introduction

For the Neumann problem -Au = f(u), f^|an = 0, where Q ç R" is

a bounded domain with smooth boundary âÇl, it is obvious that there is a

nonzero constant solution u = c provided that c is the nonzero equilibrium;

i.e., f(c) = 0. It is also obvious that this is not true for the corresponding

homogeneous Dirichlet problem. More interestingly, as has been pointed out

by P. DeMottoni and Rothe [2], a certain nonlinear elliptic system in a bounded

domain Í2 c Rn with smooth boundary dCl,

- Au = h(u)(f(u) - a(v)),        -Av = k(v)(b(u) - g(v)),

„du dv
in Í2, —— = 0, TT-r— = 0,

dn\aa dn\9n

where h, k, f, g, a , and b are some monotone C functions, possesses a

unique positive solution, which is constant, the positive equilibrium of this

system. One cannot expect similar results for positive solutions of the homoge-

neous Dirichlet problem with boundary data (u, v),da = (0,0). The existence

of the (nonzero) constant solution is one of the important features of the Neu-

mann problem.

We prove in this paper that the homogeneous Dirichlet problem

(0) -Au = u(f(u) - a(v))   inn,

-Av = v(b(u)-g(v))   infl,        (u,v),    =(0,0),

where -/, a, b, g are monotone increasing C functions, has the positive

solution (u,v) with the property that (u,v) tends to a constant vector, the
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equilibrium state of (0), in any fixed compact subdomain of n as n —> Rn

uniformly in all directions. We assume that n contains the origin.

In equations (0), the functions u, v are the densities of the populations

of the prey and the predator, respectively. Biologically, the relative growth

rate f(u) - a(v) of the prey is decreasing in v while the relative growth rate

b(u) - g(v) of the predator is increasing in u. In this sense, the system (0) is

a predator-prey model.

In this paper we study an abstract setting for this phenomenon in terms of

singular perturbations of some operators including certain generators of C0-

semigroup of contractions in Hubert spaces. We also prove the uniqueness

of the positive solution to the predator-prey interacting system (0) when the

domain n is large. In §2 a new result in singular perturbation theory is estab-

lished. This result is used in §3. A general reference on singular perturbation

theory is [7].

2. Singular perturbation result

Consider the following nonlinear equation in a Hubert space H :

(1) eAu = F(u).

Let us assume that

(Aj)   A is a closed, densely defined linear operator in H such that

(2) D(A) =D(A*) and Re(Au, u) >0   for Vw G D(A)

where A* is the adjoint operator to A .

(A2)   F isa continuously Fréchet differentiable nonlinear operator with an

isolated zero w+, F(w+) = 0; i.e., in a neighborhood Bs(w+) = {u :

\\w+ - u\\ < ^} °f w+ there are no other zeros of F.  Denote B =

-F'(w ). Assume

(3) Re(Bf,f)>c\\f\\2,        V/G//,

where c is a positive constant.

Theorem 1. Given the assumptions (Ax) and (A2), equation (1) has a solution

in a neighborhood Bs(w ) of w+ for all 0 < e < e0(ô) provided that â > 0

is sufficiently small and e0(ô) is suitably chosen. This solution ue is unique in

BAwA and \\w, - u\\ —> 0 as e —► 0.

Proof. Since F(w+) = 0 and F is Fréchet differentiable, one may write equa-

tion (1) as

(4) (eA + B)u = Bw + ß(u - w+)

in a neighborhood of w+ where ||/J(w)|| = o(IMI) as w —> 0. Let C£ denote

the operator eA + B . Then

2
(5) Re(Cew, u) > c||w||  ,
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where c is the constant given in (3). Let N(A) = {u\Au = 0} , R(A) = {f\f =

Au} be the null space and the range of A. It follows from (2) and (5) that

N(Ce) = {0} and N(C*e) = {0}. Since RjQ ® N(C*£) = H it follows that

R(CE) = H. Using (5) and the fact that Ce = eA + B is closed, one checks that

R(C£) = R(CS), that (eA + B)~X is everywhere defined on H and

(6) \\(eA + B)-[\\<c-1

for all e > 0.

The first step is to show that, for all f e H one has

(7) \\(eA + B)~XBf-f\\^0   ase->+0.

Note that / may not be in D(A), and, in general, the operator (eA + B)~XB

may not converge to / in the operator norm. However, since D(A) is dense in

H, there is a w e D(A) such that \\w - f\\ < n where n is an arbitrary small

number. One has

\\(eA + BfXBf-f\\ = \\(eA + B)~x Bw - w + (eA + B)~xB(f-w) + w - f\\

< \\(eA + B)~x(B + eA - eA)w - w\\

+ IK«¿ + *)~1||||*(/-ti;)|| + ||/-tí;||

< c^eWAwW + c~X\\Bf -Bw\\ + \\f -w\\<6(e + n)

where 8 > 0 is a constant. Since r\ is arbitrarily small, this proves (7).

The second step is to apply the contraction mapping principle to (4). Equa-

tion (4) can be rewritten as

(8) u = Qeu := (eA + B)~xBw+ + (eA + B)~xß(u - w+).

Let us check that (1) the operator Q£ maps Bg(w+) into itself for sufficiently

small ô and e and (2) Qe is a contraction mapping on Bs(w ).

Let u e Bs(w+). Then }\Qeu-w+\\ < \\(eA+ByxBw+-w+\\+c~x\\ß(u-w+)\\.

Statement (1) follows from (7) and the estimate for ß given below (4). Let ux

and u2 belong to Bs(w+). One has

HO,«, - Qeu2\\ < c~l\\ß(ux - w+) - ß(u2 - w+)\\

<c~Xa(ô)\\ux -u2\\,

where a(â) -> 0 as A 0 because, by the assumption, F is continuously

Fréchet differentiable. This proves statement (2). Theorem 1 is proved.

A general result which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution

of an operator equation to depend continuously (or smoothly) on the parameter

is given in [9].

Remark 1. We give another version of Theorem 1 under different assumptions

(A\) and (A2):

(A7,)   —A is a generator of Co-semigroup of contractions on H.
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(A2)   Assume (A2) holds and

(9) Re(ß_1^/,/)>0   for Vf eD(A).

Note that (Ax) implies (A,) (see [8, §1.4]). Since B is bounded and

Re(Bf, f) > c\\f\\2 for all feH, one concludes that R(B) = H and B~x is

a bounded operator with D(B~ ) = H.

Claim. The conclusion of Theorem 1 holds under assumptions (Aj) and (A2).

Proof. Note that the following inequality

(9') Re(B~Xu,u)>cx\\u\\2,        \/u e H,

where cx is a positive constant, follows easily from (3) and the boundedness

of B. By the assumptions (A2), (9), and (9') we conclude that -B~xA =

B~ (-A) is a generator of C0-semigroup of contractions because -A is. This

is true because of the following result (see [3, Theorem 2B(i)]):

Let G be a generator of C0-semigroup of contractions in a Hubert space

H and an operator C be strongly accretive; i.e., Re(Cw, u) > t]\\u\\2, n =

const > 0. Then CG is a generator of C0-semigroup of contractions if and

only if Re(CGu, u) < 0 for all u e D(CG).

In our case, G = -A and C = B~ . Thus A is in the resolvent set of

—B~ A for any A   > 0, and therefore we may write

(eA + B)~x = [B(eB~xA + I)fx = (I - e(-B~xA))~xB~x

= A'[A' -(-B~XA)]~XB~X.

This implies that (eA + B)~ is defined everywhere. Formula (7) is equivalent

to

(7') ||£-'[£-1/-(-5-1^)]-1/-/|A0   as«-0, V/€#

(see, for example [8, p. 9, Lemma 3.2]). Therefore the proof of Theorem 1

remains valid under the assumptions (A',) and (A2).

In some mathematical ecology models the operator B = -F'(w+) is an

isomorphism of H onto H and the result in Remark 1 is useful.

In many applications the operator B = —F'(w) is not accretive. It satisfies

a weaker assumption: o(F'(w+)) ç {z : z ç C, Re z < -c < 0}, c = const,

and the operator -A is often a generator of an analytic compact semigroup.

We are interested in the problem eAw = F(w) in the space H = Hx® Hx

where Hx is a Hubert space, w = ("),", v e Hx , and A = ( A¿ ° ) where

Ax : Hx —> Hx satisfies the assumption:

(A3) -Ax is a generator of an analytic compact semigroup of contractions

on Hx with the spectrum a(Ax) consisting of countably many eigenvalues {Xn}

and the corresponding eigenvectors 4>n  form an orthonormal basis of Hx :
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It is known that the spectrum a(—Ax) of a generator -Ax of a compact

semigroup contains at most countably many eigenvalues [8]. In §3 the operator

A is the Dirichlet Laplacian in a bounded domain, which is a generator of an

analytic and compact semigroup [4].

The following assumption is imposed on the operator B :

(A4)   -B = F'(w ) is a bounded linear operator on H = Hx@ Hx  such

that the spectrum a(F'(w+)) c {z : z e C, Rez < -c < 0}.  Furthermore,

we assume that for any element a e Hx, B : (a)® (a) -* (a) © (a), where (a)

denotes the 1-dimensional space generated by a so that (a) = {Xa}, X e C.

Example. Let B = (aßs) where a, ß, y, ô e C ; then B : (a) © (a) -» (a) © (a).

We now prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Given the assumptions (A3) and (A4), the conclusion of Theorem

1 holds.

Proof. We first prove that there is a constant cx > 0 such that a(eA + B) ç

{z : z G C, Re z > cx > 0} . Consider the Cauchy problem on H = //, © Hx:

(*) ^f = -(eA + B)w£,        wE(0) = w0eD(A)

where 5 = -F'(w+),  we = (uE,vE),  wQ = (u0, v0), uQ, vQ G D(AX)  are

arbitrary,   wQ G D(A),  A =  (^ ¡J.   Let  «,(■/) = £~i <(í)<¿>„,   üs(r) =

X^li K^fin where </>n are the eigenvectors of Ax in Hx . Equating the coef-

ficients in front of <pn in (*), one obtains the following equation:

d_
dty

where T stands for the transpose. This equation can be written as

:«(')*„, KM)K)T = (*>+) -«V)(a>«. *>.)r.

<w(^)+e:(o(¿))=(F'K)-«V) <i*W°" V o )    "\<t>„dt

Denote by Fn the restriction of -F'(w+) to the set (**") ,A,/ieC. By the

assumption (A4), this set is invariant for B . Fn can be represented by a matrix

(^ ^) where an, ßn, yn , and <5n are numbers.

Therefore one has

Note that ReAw > 0, because -Ax is a generator of a semigroup of contrac-

tions (see [9]). Since o(F'(w+)) c {z : z G C, Rez < -c < 0} one has

a(Fn) c {z : z G C, Re z < -c < 0}. Thus o(Fn - eXnI) c {z : Re z < -c <

0}. Therefore ||(g¡)|| := [(a£n(t))2 + (bEn(t))2]x/2 < Mexp(-cOII(g)ll, where

^(0) = (wo> ̂ n)' ^«(^) = (uo> 0»)> ancl A^A > 0 are independent of «.

Parseval's equality yields ||w|| < A/exp(—cí)||tü0||. Thus ||Pe(i)|| < Mexp(-ct)

dtWn(t))-{F»    eA«7)U:(
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where P£(t) is the semigroup generated by the operator —(eA + B). One has

lim,^ T1 In 11^(011 = max{ReA|/l G o(-(eA + B))} and o(-(eA + B)) c {z :

Rez < -c < 0} . Therefore 0 f a(-(eA + B)). Note that -(eA + B) is a

generator of an analytic semigroup because —A is and B is bounded. There-

fore one can use the estimate for the norm of the resolvent (X + eA + B)~ for

X = 0 (see [8, p. 61]) and get \\(eA + 5)_1|| < const, i.e., estimate (6) holds.

The argument given below formula (6) in the proof of Theorem 1 remains valid

and this proves Theorem 2.

3. Applications

In this section we study the uniqueness, existence, and stability of the positive

solutions of a predator-prey system as the domain n, on which the solution is

defined, expands. Consider the elliptic predator-prey system (0).

Assume that the functions -f,a, g,and m are strictly increasing C func-

tions. Assume further that

(Hx). |/(AI > L > 0 for x > 0 where L is a constant, f(y) = 0 for some

y > 0 (the carrying capacity), a(0) = 0, and g(0) < m(0) < g(y).

In biological applications, (H,) indicates that the model is logistic. The

relation g(0) < m(0) means that the predator dies in the absence of prey species

(see [5]). One can show (see [5, p. 151]) that the positive solutions of equations

(0) satisfy a priori bounds 0 <u < y, 0 <v < m~x(g(y)) with y defined in

assumption (H,). Let M = max(y, m~xg(y)). Then 0 < u, v < M. Note

that these a priori bounds depend only on the nonlinearities f, a, m , and g.

(H2). Let Cx = m~x(g(y)). Assume a(Cx) < /(0).

From the assumption m(0) < g(y) in (H¡) it follows that Cx > 0. Since

f~x(a(v)) is decreasing, g~x(m(v)) is increasing, and 0 < g~x(m(0)) < y =

f~x(a(0)), one concludes that system (0) has a unique positive equilibrium

w+ = (u, v), where û > 0, v > 0 are constants such that f(û) - a(v) = 0,

g(u) - m(v) = 0.

Given the assumptions (H,) and (H2), we prove the uniqueness of the

positive solutions to system (0) for sufficiently large domains RQ := {x : x =

Ry, y eQ.}, R > 0, using Theorem 2 and a result from [6].

Let H = L2(n) © L2(n), w = (u, v), A : D(A) -» H is the operator

given by the differential expression A = ( "¿A _°A ) and the homogeneous Dirich-
* 1 * 2 * 1

let boundary conditions, D(A) = H (Q) x H (Ci), where H (íi) is the usual

Sobolev space i/2(n) = H2(Q) f)Hx(Q), and HX(Q) is the closure in the norm

of H\Sl) of c0°°(n).

Let F(w) = (Ä?grJS)) and w+ » (fi. *)• °ne has

(10) F'(w+)=(Ü/i[^     'fn).v +       \vg(u),    -vm (v) J
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The operator F : w —> F(w) is Fréchet differentiable in H if the matrix-

function F'(w) is uniformly bounded for all w e R . In the biological problem

under consideration, the behavior of the functions f, a, g, and m outside of

a sufficiently large region, that is, outside of a region |m| + |u| < p, where

p > 0 is a sufficiently large number, can be arbitrary since the solutions to (0)

are a priori bounded. Therefore one can assume that F'(w) is a uniformly

bounded matrix function and the operator F is Fréchet differentiable in H at

the element w+ .

Let px, p2 be the eigenvalues of matrix F'(w+). One can check that Repx <

0 and Rep2 < 0. Thus, the spectrum o(F'(w+)) c {z : z g C, Rez < -c2 <

0} for some constant c2 > 0.

It is clear that for the operators A and B = -F'(w+), the assumptions (A3)

and (A4) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. To investigate system (0) over a large

domain in R", we use a change of variables. Let RQ be as above. Define

ïi(x) := u(x), and v(x) := v(x) for x e RQ where x = x/R, x e Q. Then

the functions u and v satisfy the equations

(11) Au + u(f(u)-a(v)) = 0   in RQ.,

Av + v(g(u)-m(v)) = 0   in An,        (u,v),       =(0,0)
¡d(RCl)

if and only if the functions ü, v satisfy the equations

(12) R~2Au + «(/(5) -a(v)) = 0   inn,

R~2Av + v(g(U)-m(v)) = 0   inn,        («,«),    =(0,0).
ha

One could assume different diffusion rates in (11), divide by these rates, and

reduce the problem to the one with equal diffusion rates. Set e = R . Then

the equations in (12) can be rewritten as eAw = F(w), where w = (%).

The operators A and F satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 2, and this

theorem implies the existence and uniqueness of a solution we to (12) in a

small neighborhood of uj+ if e = R is sufficiently small. In other words,

in a sufficiently large domain RQ, system (11) has a solution (uE, vE) in a

neighborhood of w+ = (û,v). Since the solutions (uE, v£) converge in H to

w+ = (it, v), one concludes, using Theorem 2, that for all sufficiently large R,

system (11) has a unique solution (uE, vE).

We have proved the following:

Proposition 1. If (H,) and (H2) hold and R > 0 is sufficiently large, then
problem (11) has a unique solution in a neighborhood of the equilibrium w+ .

The uniqueness result in this proposition is of a local nature. To obtain a

global uniqueness result we need Theorem 3 from [6] which says that hypotheses

Hx and H2 imply that there exist positive solutions of equation (12), and for

any such positive solution (UR, vR) the following relations hold:

IIÏÏr - û\\Lp{S1) —i- 0, \\vR - v\\L„{íí) -»0    as R -► co for all p > 1.
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Since Theorem 2 deals with Hubert spaces, one uses the above result with p =

2, and concludes that (UR, vR) belongs to an arbitrarily small neighborhood

of w+ = (it, v) in H = L2(Q) © L2(n), provided that R > 0 is sufficiently

large. Combining this result with the local uniqueness of the solution to (11)

established in Proposition 1, we conclude that the positive solution of ( 11 ) and

(12) is globally unique for all sufficiently large R .

Theorem 3. Under the assumptions (Hx)  and (H2), the positive solution to

system (11) exists and is (globally) unique for all sufficiently large domains RQ.
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